yoga
flow
yoga flow chart
wall art
contents:
Six yoga flows with tips to help
you develop them. Learn each
pose before learning to link
them in flows. Use the personal
development tools at the base of
the poster to rate both your
physical and spiritual learning.
70 x 50 cm (27.5 x 19.6 in).

GENTLE WAKE UP FLOW

yoga flow
Corpse Pose
Savasana

Reclining Bound Angle Pose
Supta Baddha Konasana

Master Revolved Abdomen Pose
Jathara Parivartanasana

Child’s Pose
Balasana

Thread the Needle
Parsva Balasana

Cow Pose
Bitalassana

Cat Pose
Marjaryasana

In Savasana it's essential that the body

Combat strain in the inner thighs and

be placed in a neutral position.

groin by raising your feet slightly off the

Don’t let your shoulder blades lift off the

If you have difficulty reaching the floor

A good pose to practice in the mornings

Protect your neck by broadening across

If you have difficulty rounding the very top of

ground, this can put extra strain on your

with your head, you can try resting it on

on an empty stomach. Stretches the

your shoulder blades and drawing your

This relaxing pose calms the brain

your upper back, ask a friend to lay a hand

floor. Opens the hips and groin naturally

shoulders, neck and upper spine.

a block or blanket. Gently stretches the

upper chest muscles and helps to open

shoulders down, away from your ears.

just above and between your shoulder blades

and helps relieve stress.

without force. Improves circulation and

Generates elasticity and strength

hips, thighs, and ankles.

the soulders. Increases blood circulation.

Good for stretching the front torso

to help you activate this area. Good for

stimulates the heart.

in the core.

and neck.

stretching the back torso and neck.

Downward Facing Dog
Adho muka svanasana

Cobra Pose
Bhujangasana

Drop your knees to make this
transition easier. As you lower

PICK ME UP FLOW

down, draw your elbows in.

Mountain Pose
Tadasana

Standing Crescent Pose
Indudalasana

Chair Pose
Utkatasana

Standing Forward Fold
Uttanasana

Four-limbed Staff Pose
Chaturanga Dandasana

You can improve your balance in this

If you find it hard to balance, widen your

You can increase the strength of your

Be careful not to straighten your knees by

From Plank Pose, begin by lowering your

If you have difficulty releasing and opening

To find a comfortable height and avoid

pose by standing with your inner feet

feet for stability. Looking forward (as

thighs by squeezing a block or folded

locking them back, instead let them

knees to the floor and then, with an

your shoulders in this pose, raise your hands

straining your back, take your hands off the

slightly apart, anywhere from 3 to 5

opposed to upwards) will help if you

blanket between them during the pose.

straighten as the two ends of each leg move

exhalation, lower your sternum to within

off the floor on a pair of blocks. Relieves

floor for a moment, so that the height you

inches. Improves posture and can

have any neck problems. Improves

Stimulates the abdominal organs,

farther apart. Reduces fatigue and anxiety and

an inch or two above the floor.

stress and stretches the shoulders,

reach is only through extension. Strengthens

relieve sciatica.

balance and circulation.

diaphragm, and heart.

stretches the hamstrings, calves, and hips.

Strengthens the arms and wrists.

hamstrings, calves, arches, and hands.

the spine and firms the buttocks.

Come down between poses to
rest your lower back. Draw your
elbows in and try to straighten

ENERGISING FLOW

your arms as you push up.

Cow Pose
Bitalassana

Cat Pose
Marjaryasana

Downward Facing Dog
Adho muka svanasana

Locust Pose
Salabhasana

Bow Pose
Dhanurasana

Protect your neck by broadening across
your shoulder blades and drawing your

Bridge Pose
Setu Bandha Sarvangasana

Wheel Pose
Urdhva Dhanurasana

If you have difficulty rounding the very top of

If you have difficulty releasing and opening

Inhale and gently push your hands against the

You can give your legs a little upward

To avoid overstretching your neck, lift the tops

To keep your feet from turning out, place a

your upper back, ask a friend to lay a hand

your shoulders in this pose, raise your hands

floor to help lift the upper torso. When

boost by lying with your thighs

of your shoulders slightly toward your ears and

block between them, with the bases of your

shoulders down, away from your ears.

just above and between your shoulder blades

off the floor on a pair of blocks. Relieves

comfortable move your hands to the position

supported on a rolled-up blanket.

push your inner shoulder blades away from

big toes pressing the block. Stretches the

Good for stretching the front torso

to help you activate this area. Good for

stress and stretches the shoulders,

shown above. Strengthens the spine, buttocks,

Stretches the entire front of the body

your spine. Therapeutic for asthma, high blood

chest and lungs and stimulates the thyroid

and neck.

stretching the back torso and neck.

hamstrings, calves, arches, and hands.

and backs of the arms and legs.

and improves posture.

pressure, osteoporosis, and sinusitis.

and pituitary. Please take extra care when

STRENGTH FLOW

attempting this pose.

Face the front of your mat

Place your feet down and gently step

for ease of transition

back into plank. Or if comfortable,

off whilst bending at the knee.

through the flow

rock weight into finger tips and kick

Step foot behind you and drive

legs straight back.

hips up.

Garland Pose
Malasana

Crow Pose
Bakasana

Keep your hips lifted, float top leg

Plank Pose
Phalakasana

Four-limbed Staff Pose
Chaturanga Dandasana

Downward Facing Dog
Adho muka svanasana

Side Plank Pose
Vasisthasana

Wild Thing
Camatkarasana

If your heels don't reach the floor, rest

When you are ready to take your feet off the

Remember to breathe smoothly and

From Plank Pose, begin by lowering your

If you have difficulty releasing and opening

Stay in this position for 15 to 30 seconds.

Start this pose in downward facing dog,

them on a folded blanket. Stretches the

floor, push your upper arms against your

evenly. Remain in the pose for as long as

knees to the floor and then, with an

your shoulders in this pose, raise your hands

Rest in the downward facing dog (pose

and return to downward facing dog before

ankles, groin, and back.

shins and draw your groin into your pelvis to

you can. Release one leg at a time back

exhalation, lower your sternum to within

off the floor on a pair of blocks. Relieves

15), take a few breaths, and repeat to the

switching to repeat on the other side. Opens

help you with the lift. Strengthens the

into a neutral table position. Strengthens

an inch or two above the floor.

stress and stretches the shoulders,

right side for the same length of time.

up chest, lung, and shoulder areas and builds

upper back and abdominals. Please take

arms and wrists and tones the abdomen.

Strengthens the arms and wrists.

hamstrings, calves, arches, and hands.

Strengthens both arms and legs.

strength in shoulders and upper back.

extra care when attempting this pose.

Draw the hip on the bent
knee back, squaring hips to

BED TIME SLOW FLOW

EMPOWERMENT FLOW

the front.

Mountain Pose
Tadasana

Chair Pose
Utkatasana

Standing Forward Fold
Uttanasana

Downward Facing Dog
Adho muka svanasana

Warrior 1
Virabhadrasana 1

Warrior 2
Virabhadrasana 2

Reverse Warrior
Viparita Virabhadrasana
Keep your front knee aligned with your front

You can improve your balance in this

You can increase the strength of your

Be careful not to straighten your knees by

If you have difficulty releasing and opening

If you find it difficult to keep the back heel

When you bend your left knee to a right angle,

pose by standing with your inner feet

thighs by squeezing a block or folded

locking them back, instead let them straighten

your shoulders in this pose, raise your hands

grounded and the lower back lengthened

bend it very quickly with an expressive

ankle. Don’t allow your knee to drift to the

slightly apart, anywhere from 3 to 5

blanket between them during the pose.

as the two ends of each leg move farther apart.

off the floor on a pair of blocks. Relieves

in this pose, raise the back heel on a folded

exhalation, and aim the inside of your left knee

inside. Instead, imagine it slightly moving out

inches. Improves posture and can

Stimulates the abdominal organs,

Reduces fatigue and anxiety and stretches the

stress and stretches the shoulders,

blanket or block. Strengthens the shoulders

toward the outside of the left foot. Stretches

toward the outside of your foot. Improves

relieve sciatica.

diaphragm, and heart.

hamstrings, calves, and hips.

hamstrings, calves, arches, and hands.

and arms, and the muscles of the back.

the groins, chest and lungs and shoulders.

flexibility in the spine, thighs, ankles, and chest.

Child’s Pose
Balasana

Pigeon Pose
Eka Pada Rajakapotasana

Seated Forward Bend
Paschimottanasana

Reclining Bound Angle Pose
Supta Baddha Konasana

Master Revolved Abdomen Pose
Jathara Parivartanasana

Corpse Pose
Savasana

Legs up the Wall Pose
Viparita Karani
Use your breath to ground the heads

If you have difficulty reaching the floor

Square off your hips and check if there is a

Don’t round and harden your back, pushing

Combat strain in the inner thighs and

Don’t let your shoulder blades lift off the

In Savasana it's essential that the body

with your head, you can try resting it on

gap between your thigh and the floor. If so,

your torso away from your legs. This will

groin by raising your feet slightly off the

ground, this can put extra strain on your

be placed in a neutral position.

of the thighs bones into the wall,

a block or blanket. Gently stretches the

use blocks or a folded blanket to support

create tension and inhibit your breath, which

floor. Opens the hips and groin naturally

shoulders, neck and upper spine.

This relaxing pose calms the brain

which helps release your groin, belly,

hips, thighs, and ankles.

your leg. Lengthens hip flexors and

can strain your back. Stretches the back of

without force. Improves circulation and

Generates elasticity and strength

and helps relieve stress.

and spine. Relieves tired or cramped

prepares the body for backbends.

the entire body, from your heels to your head.

stimulates the heart.

in the core.

The ancient practice of Yoga is about bringing harmony to body and mind,
by marrying physical movement to a deeper meditative and spiritual core.

legs and feet.

Chart your progression in physical and spiritual learning through yoga.
Mark each ring to show where you feel you have progressed to at the end of each time period.
Begin at the lightest part of the ring, the stronger the color the further your progression.

By combining a series of postures (or Asanas) into a ‘flow’, with careful and
deliberate transition between each, their purpose and benefits are multiplied.
Yogic breathing (or Pranayama) is the foundation

At the end of the flow, you should take a minute or

of Yoga practice. Close the lips and breath in and

two in ‘Savasana’. Lie flat on your back, arms to the

out evenly and mindfully through the nose as you

side of the body, palms facing up, with eyes gently

progress through your flow. Focus on maintaining

closed. This restorative posture will allow your body

this even breath, in rhythm with your movement.

to benefit fully from your Yoga flow.

If you are new to Yoga, start very slowly. Grab a

Before you begin Always listen to your body. With

Yoga mat and begin to slowly develop your ability

regular practice and over time your strength and

to get into and out of each posture individually,

flexibility will develop, as will your sense of wellbeing.

before building them into a sequence or flow.

As you progress it is essential not to push yourself
too far or too hard. Never strain or abuse your body.

Aim to hold each posture for 5 full breath cycles

Treat it with care. If a posture is painful, ease off.

(a breath cycle being a full inhale followed by a

Take care of yourself!

full exhale) before carefully transitioning to the
next posture.
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Wellbeing

Energy

Flexibility

Strength

How are you feeling? Yoga is a great way to

As your stress levels reduce, you become

Being flexible physically is not a

Yoga teaches you to build strength both

work on your overall wellbeing, whether that

more aware your body’s natural energy. Take

requirement of yoga, rather something

physically and mentally. Take positives

be an improvement in your mood, increased

time to notice how your energy changes

that develops with your learning and can

from reflecting on how - and in what

positivity or a new appreciation for life.

and grows through your yoga practice.

be a very visible measure of your progress.

ways - you have grown stronger.

IN COLLABORATION WITH

IN COLLABORATION WITH

Luckies are collaborating with our favorite artists to bring you
the Artist’s Edition series of Scratch Maps. A perfect statement
piece for your home, original art that you can revisit and
customize time and time again.

DAVE BUONAGUIDI
Dave can most often be found
printing in Print Club London’s
studio. He works with found
materials, often maps, overprinting
them with bold type, sometimes
with a hint of controversy.

CHAMPIONING UNAPOLOGETIC ECO-COOL WITH
LONG-LASTING, EVERGREEN PRODUCT.

CONTENTS:
Bamboo trowel, compostable pots (x8),
wood plant markers (x8), compost discs
(x8) and a DIY growing tips booklet/poster.
Packed in a compostable garden/grow bag.

CONTENTS:
Bamboo toothbrush, bamboo ear
buds (x100), bamboo soap dish, loofah
bath scrub and zero waste booklet/poster.
Packed in an eco wash bag.

CONTENTS:
Reusable food storage bags (x2), reusable
and zero waste booklet/poster. Packed in
an eco food strorage bag.

CONTENTS:
Woven patches (x5), badges (x10),
chalk pencils (x2) and upcycling booklet/
poster. Packed in a keepsake box.

#COMINGSOON

LO-FI PHONE PROJECTOR

CINEMA
IN A BOX

Introducing two extremely fresh additions to our ever-popular range
of lo-fi phone projectors. We’ve focused on simplicity of design,
creating these new loud and eye-catching projectors;
the colorful Rainbow and striking Monochrome.
The same great product, now more focused and cooler than ever before.

RAINBOW

MONOCHROME

CINEMA
IN A BOX

Keep your keys, watch, jewellery and
in-ear headphones in one handy
place or simply use as rockin’ decor.

28.5 cm
/ 11.2 in

18 cm
/ 7 in

9 cm / 3.5 in

13.5 cm / 5.3 in

9 cm / 3.5 in

6 cm / 2.4 in

THE

Chartologist
INTERACTIVE, ILLUSTRATED WALL ART

Birds
Every poster in The Chartologist range uses interactive elements.
Each of 45 birds featured on this poster are listed at the bottom
with gold foil icons. Scratch the foil to record which birds you’ve
spotted or heard, and fill in where using the space beside it.
Printed on FSC approved paper. Proudly made in the UK.

Designed by
Featuring original artwork by
illustrator, author and avid
ornithologist, Matt Sewell.

Trees
Every poster in The Chartologist range uses interactive elements.
Discover more about each of these familiar green giants and
scratch off the gold foil to record those you’ve climbed, grown or
sat beneath. Plus, fill in where you’ve encountered each one.
Printed on FSC approved paper. Proudly made in the UK.

Designed by
Featuring original illustrations
by artist, illustrator and nature
lover Katie Putt.

Night Sky
Every poster in The Chartologist range uses interactive
elements. Scratch to reveal the constellations you’ve spotted in
shimmering metallic foil. Plus, learn more about the phases of
the moon and the names of visible objects in the night sky.
Printed on FSC approved paper. Proudly made in the UK.

Designed by
This edition was conceived
and designed in-house by the
team at Luckies.

bÿ Lûçkïës

Hanger
The Chartologist hanger is the quickest and easiest way to
display your interactive wall art. Simply separate the two solid
wood bars, align your poster and the magnets will hold
everything in place. Then, simply hang on a single nail using the
cord attached.
Holds posters up to 50cm across, ideally sized for each of the
posters in the Chartologist range. Proudly made in the UK.

